Every cloud has a silver lining
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TALKERS ARE NOT DOERS

These days you’ll feel
Many things will come
No, don’t let them go away

And I don’t think this will
Last all along the way
You should make up your mind
Before you fade away

Before you fade away

Back when your soul felt safe
When your body called
For the lust to come again

Back when your soul felt safe
When your body called
For the lust to come again

Questions and fears
Mess all inside your head
Are made to slip away, away

I don’t think this will
Await for you to sway
Now take the chance for real
Before you fade away

Before you fade away

Back when your soul felt safe
When your body called
For the lust to come again

Back when your soul felt safe
When your body called
For the lust to come again

Now that you give me the reason
To chase you away
Now that you give me the reason
To chase you away
Now that you give me the reason
Run
You should run
Run
You should run
Run
You should run
SOON ENOUGH

The sky will burn
White lies blinding
You know I try

I can't explain
Why you are leaving
Why you deny

Sins are underrated
You'll be right to go astray
Many things are wandering now
There must be another way

Now I realize
I don't recognize you
Now I realize
I don't recognize

Soon enough
The sky will burn
While the still might break us too
Will it break, will it fake

Sins are underrated
There is no one else to feel
Emptiness filling all around
There must be another way

Soon enough
The sky will burn
While the still might break us too
Will it break, will it fake

Soon Enough
The sky will fall
More than anyone
We're against the flow

Now I realize
I don't recognize you
Now I realize
I don't recognize

Now I realize
I don't recognize you
Now I realize
I don't recognize

Now I realize
I don't recognize you
I don't recognize you

While the still might break us too
Will it break, will it fake
Soon Enough
The sky will fall
More than anyone
We're against the flow
WALKING OVER YOU

Think about the time
When all of your days were just right
This is when they’ve been
Walking over you

See now every time
When they shatter all you had in sight
It will always be the same

Can you see them grime
And make everything so uptight
This is when you call my name

They will be walking over you
Pretending they know what you know
They will be walking over

They will be walking over you
Pretending they feel what you feel
They will be walking over

Could you tell me how
They could see what is real in your heart
It’s a truth you cannot hide

But I won’t let go
When you’re startin’ to lose control
As they take away your soul

They will be walking over you
Pretending they know what you know
They will be walking over

They will be walking over you
Pretending they feel what you feel
They will be walking over

They’ll tell you where to go
They’ll tell you where to look
They’ll tell you what to do
They’ll tell you what is good for you
They’ll tell you how to live
They’ll tell you what to think
They’ll tell you what to say
They’ll tell you what to say
They’ll tell you what to say
Tell you what to say!
THE BEST THAT I CAN

Breathing for the first time,
The best was yet to come,
You light up every day with just one smile,
I know the truth
My heart is open for you

Don’t need anything to shine
Such blessing of Heaven
You might be the reason I’m alive,

Because of you…
Everything changes
Because of you…
It’s time to rise!

Starting a new life,
I will hold like I never held anyone
The best that I can

No matter when I am down
‘Cause I know that I could be your number one
And I know that it could be more than a song
The best that I can

You’re growing with every sunrise
Faster than you know
Staring at the world with your mother’s eyes,

Because of you…
Everything changes
Because of you…
It’s time to rise!

Starting a new life,
I will hold like I never held anyone
The best that I can

No matter when I am down
‘Cause I know that I could be your number one
And I know that it could be more than a song
The best that I can

And your father I will be forever long!
SONG FOR KEPLER

Time is now or never
Bring it like you could
Forget all the emptiness
Forget the falsehood
I can turn you sorrow
Into something good
Lie behind the evidence
Like you ever ever should

Time is now or never
Bring it like you should
Forget all the awareness
Forget all your tears in flood
You just have to follow
Say it's understood
Overcome the hindrance
Like you ever ever should

Now you hope for the farewell
You just wanted before
It should be like you wanted
Like you wanted
Before

Time is now or never
Bad becomes the good
Keep alive the reverence
For the ones you ever stood

I can turn you sorrow
Into something good
Lie behind the evidence
Like you ever ever should
Like you ever ever should
Like you should
Like you should

Now you hope for the farewell
You just wanted before
It should be like you wanted
Like you wanted
Before

Now you hope for the farewell
You just wanted before

Now you hope for the farewell
You just wanted before
It should be like you wanted
Like you wanted
Before
YOUR OWN WAY

This fire never ends
With that look into your eyes
Sending round the bend
Then you’ll realize

No need for reason
You’re one of a kind
You could be the one
And you could leave the earth behind

Make your own way

You could shine with all the stars
If you make it your own way
You could shine with all the stars
Make it your own way

Things in life they change
You will ever learn
You just got a range
Of pretty things to earn

Forget all the things
Your worth is untold
Cos I know the truth is
You could put the world on hold

Make your own way

You could shine with all the stars
If you make it your own way
You could shine with all the stars
If you make it your own way

You could shine with all the stars
If you make it your own way
You could shine with all the stars
If you make it your own way

Your own way
Your own way
Your own way

Make it your own way.
MORE THAN A MAN

This is me and you and no one on our side
We’re just dying to, and it happens all the times
Is this really happening!

It’s the strength that lies deep down in your eyes
It just leads me to dissolve and be unwise
Is this really happening!

This is really happening!

More than a man, more than a son
More than the things that you could learn
I could be happy, I could be easy but I’m not...
More than a man, more than a son
More than the things you came upon
I could be happy, I could be easy but I’m not...

It’s the truth your breath storms and just implies
It just clings me to the daring of your cries
Is this really happening!

This is me and you all against the tide
We’re just dying to, this is always in our mind
Is this really happening!

More than a man, more than a son
More than the things that you could learn
I could be happy, I could be easy but I’m not...
It takes more than a man, more than a son
More than the things you came upon
I could be happy, I could be easy but I’m not...

This is really happening!

More than a man, more than a son
More than the things that you could learn
I could be happy, I could be easy but I’m not...
More than a man, more than a son
More than the things you came upon
I could be happy, I could be easy but I’m not...
PERFECT FRAME

No time for anger
Some dreams to take over
In my head, in my head

We could feel so well
Words so easy to tell
Just a will, just a will

Are you afraid to try
Are you afraid

I still believe in what you say
When everything just fades to gray
Still I can feel the perfect frame
When every silence calls your name

Some words to shatter
Some tales to get over
In my head, in my head

There’s no will to sell
The things we made a shell
Just no will, just no will

Are you afraid to try,
Are you afraid

I still believe in what you say
When everything just fades to gray
Still I can feel the perfect frame
When every silence calls your name

Chest to chest we’re never far
When the silence calls your name
Chest to chest we’re never far
When the silence calls

Chest to chest we’re never far
Chest to chest
Chest to chest we’re never far

I still believe in what you say
When everything just fades to gray
Still I can feel the perfect frame
When every silence calls your name

Chest to chest we’re never far
When the silence calls your name
Chest to chest we’re never far
When the silence calls
There are so much words that I just should have said
When I just look back on yesterday
I was so naive and blind
I was a fool but now I’m fine
Lessons learned and now it’s the right time to move on

Cause these days are running faster than I thought
Don’t keep your anger, just let it go

Will grow in the dark
Where nobody cares
And whatever you feel inside
You shouldn’t be ashamed, no

There are too much things to live and places to go
So find your own way and take a bow
And I will live with no regrets
Learn to forgive and not to forget
Don’t let your feelings be a land that you don’t know

Cause this sadness comes from deeper than you thought
Don’t be afraid of just letting it go

Will grow in the dark
Where nobody cares
And whatever you feel inside
You shouldn’t be ashamed, no
Whatever you have inside
Just open if you dare
Just dare
Just…
Just say…

Farewell these days of innocence
These castles made of sand
Farewell my dreams and stupid thoughts
No place for you to go
So long truth, faith and honesty
It’s no longer your time
Now that I have the evidence
I leave you all behind
Goodbye
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES

I wanna count the victims
I wanna see them hit the ground
Right now
All those pretty faces
Searching for the grace

And I don't need a reason
To destroy everything around
Right now
Let's start the show
Let's start the show

Every time I try to wake
One by one
One by one
After all the dreams you break
One by one
One by one

Another round has started
Get yourself ready for pain
For pain
Things are getting worse
Things you came across

Now my gun is loaded
...
Right now
Let's start the show
Let's start the show

Every time I try to wake
After all the dreams you break

The game is over
One by one

You still come under
One by one

We break you one by one
We break you one by one

Every time I try to wake
After all the dreams you break

The game is over
One by one

You still come under
One by one
FRIENDLY FIRE

One day, one word, and all is gone
Your world collapse now damage's done
Cause now you are empty and lost
Hurt by the one you trust the most
Another life you have to start
With bitterness in your heart

And the scars in your mind will never change

So here I am
Alone with the other
Alone with the other
You've been shot by your own side
A Friendly Fire

Alone with the other
Alone like the other
There is no one you can trust
After a Friendly Fire

I know that you don't feel the same
It was nothing more than a game
So why you have to fake your smile
And pretend everything's alright
Maybe somewhere inside of you
Your loneliness is screaming too

The scars in your mind will never change

So here you are
Alone with the other
Alone with the other
You can't face what you have done
A Friendly Fire

Alone with the other
Alone like the other
There is no one you can trust
After a Friendly Fire

Friendly Fire

Is this the end?
I must go on
But I feel paralyzed
There's nothing left
I must go on
But I feel paralyzed

One of these days
You'll realize
There's no one by your side

So here I am
Alone with the other
Alone with the other
You can't face what you have done
A Friendly Fire

Alone with the other
Alone like the other
There is no one you can trust
After a Friendly Fire

You can run so many times
But you can't hide from what you feel
Has your heart now stopped screaming?

There was so much more to say
There was so much more to live
But I hope you're happy now...

Alone with the others
SOMETHING GOOD

No more fire burning in your eyes  
But I feel the blessing in disguise  
Cos I held you too long in this place  
Now you need to get out of this mess

What are you waiting for  
You are  
What are you hoping for  
You are

This is hard to see the way you feel  
And I'd like to say that's no big deal  
All I want is to take care of you  
And make sure you'll be where you want to

What are you waiting for  
You are  
What are you hoping for  
You are  
What are you waiting for

When you walk away  
For a place to stay  
Cos you are  
Made for something good

When you face the day  
There is no dismay  
Cos you are  
Made for something good

Something good

When you walk away  
For a place to stay  
Cos you are  
Made for something good

When you face the day  
There is no dismay  
Cos you are  
Made for something good

When you wake  
When you break  
Cos you are  
Made for something good
(We're) Dead men walking
Into your eyes
but I know something
that you can't disguise

The things you tend to
They might be wrong
And we don't need to
Wait to hit the ground

Cos We are Dead men walking
Into your eyes
Your tongue-lashing
Always been unwise

The things we tend to
They might belong
Just to what is true
Can't you look around, look around

This is why we never fall
We never fall
This is why we never fall
We never fall

All the dimming
Into your eyes
is just something
That the world defies

The things we trust to
Everlong
Still make the crew
Safe and sound

This is why we never fall
We never fall
This is why we never fall
We never fall

Just the way, just the way, just the way we are
Just the way, just the way, just the way we are
The way we are

Can you hear the sound, rise up, rise up
And clearing our way
Can you hear the sound, rise up, rise up
And clearing our way

Can you hear the sound,

This is why we never fall
We never fall

Just the way, just the way we are
The way we are